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ABOUT THIS SAFARI...
In these days where luxury lodges offer spas and beauty treatments, gourmet meals in
Versailles-style rooms, and boudoir bedrooms, I felt that it might be interesting to take a step
back towards the genuine tented safaris enjoyed in the past by the likes of Ruark, Roosevelt,
and Hemingway—with a few added amenities like solar power and hot water.
Combine a very comfortable tent with a soft bed, an adjoining drop toilet and bucket
shower, light a campfire, bring out good food and wine while you relive the day’s experiences
with a few good friends and fellow travelers. When you go to bed after a hot shower let the
animals take center stage and roam around your camp. Allow them to entertain you with
their roars, laughter, grunts and screams. Experience the real Africa.
At Chada Camp in the Katavi National Park I came closest to a perfect combination
between animal viewing and the genuine tented camp experience. Katavi stands at the
top of the ladder in Tanzania (and perhaps Africa) as far as biomass goes—meaning,
literally, pounds of wild meat per square mile. But what appeals even more to me than this
abundance of wildlife is the low visitor count. Katavi at 1,700 sq miles—almost one third the
size of Serengeti—counts its annual flow of visitors in
hundreds while its better known counterpart up north
hosted some 150,000 tourists last year!
For the benefit of first-timers among us our trip
starts in a tented camp right in the Great Migration
path in Serengeti. No one goes to Tanzania on their
first safari without including this famous park. But our
small tented safari camp takes you far away from the
madding crowd.
And at the conclusion, we go to Greystoke Mahale
where your accommodation is a banda on the beach
and the main attraction is visiting with the chimpanzees.
This is as close as you can get to the Eden experience
right on the shore of pristine Lake Tanganyika.

Dr. Les de Villiers
les@theultimatesafari.com
203-966-9645
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Day 1
Arusha
Arusha Coffee Lodge (1 night)
On our arrival at Kilimanjaro International Airport we will be welcomed by Nomad staff and escorted
by road to the Arusha Coffee Lodge. Accommodation is in a chalet and breakfast included.
Set in the middle of one of the largest coffee plantations in Tanzania, this lodge is the aptly named.
Arusha Coffee Lodge has 30 suites, designed around the original plantation houses, luxuriant and stylish
and decorated with elements of a bygone era. Each suite has a split level sitting area, en-suite bathroom,
mosquito nets, a ceiling fan, open fire, personal bar and a private veranda—perfect for relaxation after
a long journey from abroad. Guest areas include boutique stores, a swimming pool, a bar area and
picturesque gardens. Tasty delights can be enjoyed in the a la carte restaurant, in the gardens or on the
bar terrace. Former President George and First Lady Laura Bush are among the long list of luminaries who
have overnighted at this elegant lodge.

Day 2, 3 & 4
Serengeti Safari Camp (3 nights)
In the morning we will be picked and transported to nearby Arusha Airport from where we will depart
by light aircraft to an airstrip close to Serengeti Safari Camp. We will be met and taken to the camp,
allowing ample time for game viewing as we proceed. Our stay includes all meals, all drinks (except
champagne), laundry and game viewing activities.
Though the park boundaries officially define the Serengeti, the ecosystem goes way beyond these
limits. The Greater Serengeti with its masses of animals, contrasting landforms, and tribal peoples has
become one of the world’s most popular safari regions. Our camp is semi nomadic, remote and far
from the traffic elsewhere in the park. Don’t worry. It won’t move while we are there. But it does keep
shadowing the Migration, so we and our own private Tanzanian guides and with their 4WD vehicles are
as close to the moving herds of wildebeest, zebra and lesser ungulates as possible. The chance of seeing
large predators is also good. The camp accommodates only 12 guests in classic East African tented bush
style. Each of the six spacious tents is equipped with comfortable beds, a roomy dressing area, and an
ensuite bathroom with long drop toilet as well as traditional safari style bucket showers with hot and cold
water on demand. Only a short stroll away is the candlelit bar/library and dining tent. Our safari chefs are
absolute wizards at preparing great meals in the African bush paradise.

During August when we plan to be there the camp will be in the northern Serengeti close to either
the Mara or Bologonja Rivers, offering great general game viewing and crossings at either river. Every
day, one of our safari guides will take you on game viewing. Our guides rely on an intimate knowledge
of the Serengeti eco-system to give you the best possible close-up experience wildlife on the move. The
days are yours to plan, with lunch in camp, or ‘on the hoof’ while viewing animals, so to speak. This is the
classic East African safari.

Days 5,6,7 & 8
Chada Katavi Camp (Four nights)
We are escorted to the airstrip for our flight to Katavi National Park in the southwestern region of
Tanzania. We will spend four nights in this camp. Accommodation is in a comfortable tent. Our stay
includes all meals, all drinks (except champagne), laundry and game viewing activities.
Chada Katavi is one of only two private camps in the remote Katavi National Park, an area with a
higher density of wildlife than anywhere else in Tanzania and, arguably, Africa. Hidden among the trees
in the midst of this large animal kingdom are six guest tents with wooden campaign furniture, woven
rugs and beds spread with crisp white Egyptian cottons. The tents are large, romantic and airy and the
bathrooms bush deluxe—drop toilets and bucket showers with hot and cold water on demand.

While the somewhat larger Serengeti gets up to 150,000 visitors a year, this more remote park in the
southeastern part of Tanzania entertains only about 500 in the same period. Combine low visitor traffic
with the highest biomass (wildlife per square mile) and it’s easy to see why this area is described by
experienced safarists as Tanzania’s “best kept secret.” The main focus is the Katuma River and associated
floodplains such as the seasonal Lake Katavi and Lake Chada. During the rainy season, these lush, marshy
lakes are a haven for myriad waterbirds and support Tanzania’s densest concentrations of hippo and
crocodile. During the dry winter season they dry up and become a traversing plain for large herds of
buffalo and elephant.
Also during the dry season, as the floodwaters retreat, the Katuma river shrinks to a shallow, muddy
trickle, forming the only source of drinking water. Up to 4,000 elephants might converge together with
several herds of more than a thousand head of buffalo. An abundance of giraffe, zebra, impala and
reedbuck provide easy pickings for the numerous
lion prides and spotted hyena clans. Katavi has the
highest density of hippos and the largest crocodiles
in Tanzania. One of Katavi’s most interesting wildlife
spectacles is provided by hippos who engage in
territorial spats as they congregate in their hundreds
at the shrinking waterholes during the dry season
from July until September.

Days 9, 10 & 11
Greystoke Mahale
We are escorted to the airstrip, doing our final game viewing along the Katuma River before we fly
to Mahale Mountains National Park on the shore of Lake Tanganyika. Our transfer from the Mahale
airstrip to Greystoke camp is an hour-long boat trip along the shoreline of Lake Tanganyika. Included
are all meals, all drinks (except champagne), laundry, and activities.
The 8,000 ft high Mahale Mountains forms a spectacular backdrop to our camp consisting of stylishly
decorated wooden bandas on the soft sandy shore of Lake Tanganyika. Six open-fronted bandas each has
a dressing room, an upstairs deck and bathroom equipped with flush toilets and hot and cold showers.
Life is relaxed in this barefoot paradise. If a morning’s ‘chimping’ or activities such as snorkeling or boating
sound a bit too energetic, you can chill out on
your deck, on the beach or at the spectacular
two-storey mess with a bar and a library.

The slopes of the Mahale Mountains that rise behind the camp is home to the world’s largest single
known population of chimpanzees. While several other species of primates may show up during your
hike along the mountain trails the main focus is the chimpanzee. The ‘M’ group (some 60 out of a
population of 800 in the region) lives close to camp and has become accustomed to humans. Every
morning, trackers go out early to determine the whereabouts of the chimps and after breakfast we
head out along the forest trail to visit with them for an hour, sitting quietly while they go about daily life;
grooming, wrestling, bickering, foraging, eating, and feeding. We may also encounter leopard, bushbuck,
bushpig, and a multitude of birds and butterflies. Warthogs are regular visitors to the camp. The waters
of the lake, the second deepest in the world after Russia’s Lake Baikal, sparkle with over 250 species of
cyclid tropical fish.

Day 12
Kilimanjaro International
After breakfast we take the boatride back to the airstrip where we board a plane that takes us to
Kilimanjaro International Airport for our flight back home. Part of our journey is over the pristine blue
waters of Lake Tanganyika and along the way we see interesting landscapes and villages from the air.
This is a two hour flight.

WHAT YOU GET…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Twin accommodation
Transport and transfers
Meals as specified in the itinerary
Soft drinks, house wine, local brand spirits, local beer, teas and coffees
Scheduled domestic flights
Scheduled transfers
Scheduled game activities as specified
Tanzania National Park fees and conservancy fees
Domestic departure tax from Arusha Airport

…AND WHAT YOU DON’T
•
•
•
•
•

Gratuities and all items of a personal nature
Meals and drinks not specified above
Champagne, cognacs, cellar wines, cigars and cigarettes
Flights to and from Kilimanjaro International Airport
Visa fees

